I.
I:ltroduction.
Every partial ordering of a set S gives rise to an m;directed graph G, called its comparability graph, by identifying the vertices :)f G witll the pJints of S and joining hTO vertices ::>f G iff tileir corresponding points in S are comparable. The problem ::>f characterizLlg comparability grap~ls was solved by Walk [6J for the case of a tree, add later a characterization in the general case in terms of subgraphs G must not contain was , given by and independently by Gl1oui1a-Houri [1). Before we give their solution a fevT definitions are in order.
Definition:
Let G be a fi:li te undirected graph witl10ut loops or IIDJ.1tip1e edges 1), let V(G), E(G) its vertex-and-edge-set, respectively, then a gen- The Gilmore-Hoffman theorem now reads: G is a co:t::q)arabi1ity-graph iff G contains no generalized cycles of odd length without triangular chords.
1)
For the remainder of this paper, a graph will always be assumed to be of that kind.
In figures I and 2, we exllibit two examples G I , G 2 of graphs G which do not permit partial orderings; they will be seen to be basic for some of the later developments 2) e f)(;----*b
In this paper we investigate some of the structural properties of comparability -and non -comparability -graphs.
In section II, we answer an extremal question by determining all NPOgraphs with a minimum number of lines and section III is devoted to the linegraph of a given graph and problems that arise in connection with partial orderings.
There seems to be an analogy between "planar -non -planar" and "comparability -non -comparability", as first the Kuratowski -type characterization in both instances, and then some theorems in this paper indicate. For example, theorems 3 and 4 have analogues for the planar -non -planar case (Sedlacek [4 J), the extremal problem of section II has been solved by Wagner
[5 J for planar -non planar graphs for the point-version (the line-version being trivial). We hope to further develop this program in a sUbsequent communication.
2) G I , G 2 are also two of the fundamental forbidden subgraphs for indifference -systems, cf. Roberts [3] .
Terminology:
1. PO-graph stands for cor.rparability-graph, NPO-grapll for noncomparabilitY-[7aph.
2.
He denote edges by (a, b) , where a, b are the tvlo end-points; a...
3. By the~subgraph on S of G or sUbgraph induced by the set S c V(G) VIe mean the subgraph which has S as its vertex-set and includes all edges of E(G) between any two vertices of S.
4. Accordine to the Gilmore-Hoffr:lal1 theorem, an NPO-graph nust contain a generalized cycle of odd length lritl10ut triangular chords llhich ire will call a GH-cycle for the remainder of the paper. In this section the properties of a shortest such cycle in a NPO-eraph will be investigated and in theorem 2 all the minimal graphs (in the sense that the deletion of any edge results in a PO-graph) will be determined.
Theorem 1: An arbitrary NPO-graph G must contain a block which together with its outgoing edges does not admit a partial ordering.
Proof:
The algorithm designed by Gilmore and Hoffman allows us to start with any particular edge (or for that matter, with any PO-subgraph of G) in order to construct a partial ordering of the points. Hence if all the blocks plus their outgoing edges are PO-graphs, we rray start with anyone of them and then keep on orienting the edges. Since by the definition of a block, we never return to the same block once we left it, the algorithm clearly yields a PO-graph.
Remark 1:
In theorem 1, we cannot dispose of the condition "with its outgoing edges" as the graph G l illustrates.
Remarl~2:
A trivial corollary of theorem 1 is the fact that all forests can be partially ordered.
In view of theorem 1, we, henceforth, confine ourselves to blocks plus possible outgoing edges. In lemma.s 1 -4, we will study a. shortest GH-cycle C of an In?O-graph G. We run through C in one of the two possible directions, 
d -e, unless e" = (a, d, ••• , e) has length h.
Proof:
e' is a generalized cycle of odd length, "mich together with the Lemma 3: Let G be a minimal I'iPO-graph and e as before, then every edge of G t1USt appear in e at least once.
The deletion of any edge not in e would not alter the character of G as to partial orderings, in contradiction to the minimality of G.
3) It may, of course, happen that these cycles are not in conformity with the definition for generalized cycles any more, i.e. the sequences d, a or a, e may occur twice, but these cases are easily seen to yield the same conclusions. Let G be an arbitrary minimal NPO-graph and e a shortest GHcycle. If no vertex of G appears more than once in e, then e clearly represents a simple cycle of odd length. Since by lemma 3, e must contain all the edges of G, there can be no chords in e, and vTe obtain the first class of the above rentioned graphs.
Suppose now there are points that occur at least twice in e, then if
x is such a vertex appearing, say, k times, we can think of e as the union of k cycles, each starting and terminating at x. Since e is of odd lenGth, at least one of these cycles must also have odd length; let us denote by e(x) one of these cycles of shortest odd length. In the set of points appearing at least twice, choose the point a such that e(a) = e' is a cycle of shortest length among all e (x) , call the complementary cycle e", and proceed to derive a contradiction. We are faced with four possibilities:
Since c f x and x f e, we infer a .... x with (a, x) € C".
Applying lemma 1 to (a, x) and (e, a) and recalling x.., e, we conclude x = f. next x' f d implies a"" x', lemma 1 then gives x''''' f = x, hence by lern.18. h x' = b. Let us de:1ote by x" the successor of x' in C' and consiCer the odd generalizeci. cycle (a, b = x I, x", "., d, e). In this cycle we r:ust 11ave a"" x", otheruisc deletion of (b, e) '''auld produce a GH-cycle, contrary to the hypothesis on G. By the same arguIl1£mt as above, we conclude x" = f, 'vhich yields the sequence f, b, e, b, f, in violation of lemma 2.
(ii).
As before x' f d ir.tplies x''''' a, and hence x' = g by an analogous argument as in (i). nOvT consider the odd generalized cycle (a, b,
, where x" is the predecessor of x in CI • As in (i),
we infer a ,... x" , which in turn yields x" = g. The resulting sequence g = x", e, b, e, x' = g presents the desired contradiction to lemma 2.
(iii).
In this case, c f x and (2) Proof:
The necessity of (i) and (iii) is clear. As to (ii), suppose G contains a triangle~dth tluree edges attached to it as specified in the theorem, then these six edges clearly induce G 2 in L(G). If the triangle has two paths of length at least two attached to it, then these seven edges are readily seen to induce a 5 -cycle with two chords anu t"TO outgoing edges opposite the two chords, which is an :NPO-graph. Finally it is easily verified that the linegraph of a complete graph on 4 points plus an edge does not admit a partial ordering, thus completing the proof of the necessity-part.
Suppose then G satisfies the conditions of the theorem, and let C k be a longest cycle in G. 
